Tech Note 217
4400HX Sanitization Sequence
The following Tech Note provides documentation of the 4400MHX Sanitization
Sequence and its compliance to ANSI/AAMI RD52:2004 and the Centers for Medicare
and Medicaid Services (CMS) 42 CFR Part 494 Conditions for Coverage for End-Stage
Renal Disease Facilities Interpretive Guidance (2009) identification Tag V218. This
Tech Note will outline the Regulation and provide the 4400MHX systems compliance
with that guidance through explanations while referencing screenshots and excerpts
from the system operating manual.
Regulation:
ANSI/AAMI RD52:2004 Requirements as Adopted by Reference 42
CFR 494.40 (a)
6.3.4 Bacterial control devices
6.3.4.3 Hot water disinfection systems: monitoring
Hot water disinfection systems should be monitored for temperature and time of
exposure to hot water as specified by the manufacturer.
4400MHX:
The control system monitors the temperature and time based on the settings in the
panel view that is password protected. Settings can be manually recorded on the log
sheet in the manual.

Sanitization (Sani) Hold Time starts to count down once the Sani Temp is reached.
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Regulation cont.:
Also, hot water disinfection should be performed at least as often as
recommended by the manufacturer.
4400MHX:
The hot water sanitization can be either started manually or by schedule as required.
Mar Cor Purification recommends a weekly hot water disinfection, however if system
bacteria counts are not under control it maybe necessary to extend the sani hold time or
increase disinfection frequency.
Manual Operation:
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Scheduled Operation:
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Regulation cont.:
The temperature of the water should be recorded at a point farthest from the
water heater—that is, where the lowest water temperature is likely to occur…and
measured each time a disinfection cycle is performed.
4400MHX
During a Loop heat sanitization, the temperature is measured on the loop return going
back to the storage tank and is located after the last point-of-use. During a RO heat
sanitization the temperature is measured on the RO product outlet.

Regulation cont.:
A record that verifies successful completion of the heat disinfection should be
maintained. Successful completion is defined as meeting temperature and time
requirements specified by the equipment manufacturer.
Additional Guidance:
Records of use of hot water disinfection systems must include logs or recorded
evidence to verify that the specified water temperature was maintained for the
specified period of time in order to accomplish the intended disinfection.

4400MHX
Once a hot water sanitization (Loop or RO) is initiated manually or by schedule, the
following message is recorded in the history with a time and date stamp. Message
displayed depends on what part of the system is being sanitized.

Once the temperature Sani Temp is reached and the Min Sani Hold Time is complete,
the following message is recorded in the history with a time and date stamp. Message
displayed depends on what part of the system is being sanitized.

Once the sanitization is completed the following message is recorded in the history with
a time and date stamp.
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The green “Sani Complete” light will turn on after a successful sanitization and the
operator will acknowledge it by pressing the reset push button.

Up to 100 messages can be viewed. The history cannot be erased.
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The 4400MHX system manual provides the following Time and Temperature
parameters for the heat sanitization process:
1.1.8 How Is The Hot Water Sanitization Performed?
The 4400MHX Tank Feed Hot Water Sanitization system heats a fixed volume of RO
water in order to sanitize a closed loop water distribution system and/or 4400M - PLC
RO system and its associated piping. The RO device and the water distribution loop are
heat sanitized separately.
The main modes of each hot water sanitization operation are as follows:
• Tank Adjust - The system automatically drains or fills the storage tank to a
programmable heat sanitization level set-point with RO product water.
•

Heat Ramp - The system heats the re-circulating product water and ramps up its
temperature to a programmable set-point within a range of 149°-185°F (65°85°C).

•

Heat Hold - The system maintains the water temperature for a programmable
time period from a range of 20-120 minutes.

•

Force Cool - Once the heat hold time elapses, the system cools down to a
programmable set point within a temperature range of 68°-120°F (20°- 49°C).

•

TOX RO Flush (during RO Sanitization Only) - After completion of RO heat
sanitization, the RO flush starts and operates for 15 minutes. This will assure the
endotoxin is flushed out from the system and the RO product water quality meets
or exceeds the AAMI RD62:2006 and CSA.

Conclusion:
The 4400MHX RO system is compliant with ANSI/AAMI RD52:2004 and CMS
Interpretative Guidelines Tag V218.
1. It measures the temperature at the end of the loop.
2. The time and temperature required by the manufacturer is a parameter that is set by
the operator.
3. If the time and temperature as defined by the operator is achieved, a log is recorded
in the system via a “Sani End” and is recorded in the logs with a time and date
stamp.
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4400MHX Hot Water Sanitization Flow Chart
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